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Appendix 1

Task: Create a portfolio to highlight your efforts in Term One using a Corel Presentations
slide show. Your portfolio should include your self-reflections (your thoughts) about  units of
study, best work and highlights of the term.  Include plenty of photos, graphics and special
effects to add interest. Please date each page! See the attached evaluation so you know

how your slide show will be marked.

• A title page that states, “Portfolio of ... Name” Fill the page with photos of things that reflect
who you are (interests, hobbies, sports, pets etc.). These can be down loaded from the Internet

• A Table of Contents, listing all the pages (and ordering) of your portfolio

• A biography page that states, “All About Me”. Insert a photo of yourself (taken with the digital
camera)

• An Antarctica page that tells what you learned, and what you liked about the unit (and why).
Insert a photo of your Antarctic animal you made.

• A Visual Arts page, where you discuss your best art project this term (e.g. your box kite, your
portrait). Describe the process of making this art (how you made it), then do a PMI (Plus, Minus,
Interesting) about it.  Insert a photo of your project.

• A Flight page, where you discuss our trip to the Canadian Warplane Heritage Museum.
Describe either, What you learned, liked (strength) and disliked (weakness), or do a PMI.
Insert photos from the day and any other flight-related photos.

• A book page, where you discuss the best book you read this term. Do a short response by
Retelling the main idea in one or two sentences, Reflecting on the book, and Relating the book
to your own life. This should be 6 or more sentences. Remember to discuss similar feeling
shared!

• Any extra slides that would further demonstrate your learning this term. These are optional.

• A final summary of the term ,where you can discuss anything else you did this term. You must
answer these questions: “I have improved in my ability to...”, “One thing I still need to work
on is...”  and “One thing I used to have trouble with but now I can do is....”

When you are finished, have a few people look over your portfolio, especially for spelling and grammar
errors. Evaluate yourself using the evaluation form then have Mr. Neeb look at your slide show.  After
Mr. Neeb looks at your portfolio and assigns a grade, he will help fix up any other spelling mistakes.
Lastly, you will save your portfolio on your own private CD Rom, so you can take it home to share with
your parents.
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